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ome impressive statistics 
have been revealed from 
the first bodyshop trial 
undertaken as part of 
the strategic partnership 

between BASF Automotive Refinish UK 
& Ireland and ECA Business Energy.

Following a successful trial at its 
Pontypridd site, Innovative Repair 
Group (iRG) is now partnering with R-M 
Automotive Refinish, BASF’s premium 
refinish brand. The assessment saw 
the R-M AGILIS basecoat line and R-M 
Pioneer Series clearcoats evaluated 
from a carbon reduction perspective.

Data collected from the electricity  
and gas meters on-site over a  
six-week period was used to determine 
the energy usage, cost and carbon 
emissions for paint cycles. This data was 
then overlaid with paint usage data, 
extracted from BASF’s digital platform 
Refinity, to produce a detailed analysis 
and a full report for iRG’s management 
team.

The findings highlighted significant 
savings on CO2, Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOCs) and cycle times 
from using innovative R-M solutions. 
For Pioneer Series clearcoat, this 
included average savings of 1.54 kg 
of CO2 per job and a total saving of 
147 kg across the entire trial – the 
equivalent of a 1,130-km journey or a 
return trip from Cardiff to Brussels in an 
average family car!

Over the same period, 8.7 kg of VOCs 
(90 g of VOCs/job) were saved by 
using AGILIS. Reducing the average 
basecoat consumption by 7.14 per cent 
per panel, it also cut the average cycle 
time by 34 per cent with ECA Business 
Energy’s data report indicating  
124 kWh of power and 23.17 kg of CO2 
saved per cycle in iRG’s main booth, 
where a total 24 per cent CO2 saving 
was achieved. Even better figures were 
recorded by the mobile booth, where 
savings of 187 kWh of power and  
34.51 kg of CO2 were noted, leading to 
a 35 per cent reduction in CO2 overall.

"We strongly believe that our strategic 
partnerships with such focused and 
forward-looking businesses are key 
to leading the environmental change 
to improving the ecological footprint 
of our UK bodyshop network,” said 
Graham Bramwell, Technical Sales 
Manager – BASF Automotive Refinish 
UK & Ireland.

“Our goal is to continually increase the 
contribution of our current products 
for climate protection, as well as of 
new products and solutions – and our 
premium refinish brand R-M now leads 
the way with its revolutionary AGILIS 
basecoats. Our partnerships with ECA 
and iRG will no doubt encourage high 
quality, sustainable and efficient repair 
processes across our network, and we 
look forward to taking eco-effective 
refinishing processes to the next level 
together.”

Steve Silverwood, ECA Business 
Energy’s Managing Director, said that 
the trial demonstrated the impact of 
product selection in reducing energy 
consumption and costs.

“Our analysis demonstrated importantly 
from an energy consumption 
perspective the difference in the 
average cycle time,” he added. “This 
of course massively affects energy 
consumption in terms of cost and of 
course CO2 emissions with reductions 
of 36 per cent in energy usage and  
35 per cent in CO2 emissions.

“If we applied this methodology  
over a full year then we would  
see carbon savings equivalent of 
65,516 miles in an average car, so more 
than twice around the globe. This really 
highlights why, from a CO2 perspective, 
product selection should form part of a 
strategic carbon reduction plan in any 
bodyshop’s journey towards net zero.”

PARTNERSHIP 
PROVES ITS 
WORTH 
Significant CO2 reductions and energy 
savings have been recorded by the landmark 
trial at Innovative Repair Group (iRG) which 
has paved the way for its partnership with 
R-M Automotive Refinish.
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The R-M AGILIS basecoat line reduced consumption and 
cycle times in the Pontypridd trial.


